“The 6 best practices for
developing successful Test
Engineering Solutions”

PRACTICE 1:
Analyse all of your cost drivers
Instrumentation equipment cost is often not the most important cost driver when deciding on the best test
engineering solution for your business. In fact the hardware costs are far out-weighed by the long term cost of
ownership. Many companies choose a solution because the initial capital outlay on the system appears acceptable;
however other important key cost drivers should be considered before a decision on supplier is taken. These
include:

Set up costs:
These are the costs associated with taking the hardware, integrating it into a mechanical enclosure, wiring the
system, building the test fixtures, checking the software drivers are compatible and developing the software code to
provide a suitable application. Purchasing equipment from multiple vendors also increases the complexity and the
potential for running into problems when integrating the solution. These problems can be time-consuming and
expensive to solve, as most vendors find it difficult to help solve a problem that is caused by the effect of another
vendor’s equipment or software on the system. Finding a suitable single supply resource partner who has domain
and industry knowledge across multi vendor solutions can help reduce the risk and cost associated with such
problems.
Overheads:
As well as the initial set up costs, recruiting and training staff to develop a successful solution can add considerably
to the overall development costs. These costs can be reduced significantly however if you have suitably trained
resources available in house, or if you can work a test engineering outsource provider who has the experience
required to enhance your internal teams.
Lowering NRE costs:
One off engineering projects that have to be completed prior to, or during development are another cost driver that
could be reduced. By project planning effectively and by using COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) products wherever
possible throughout system development, a reduction in the NRE costs can often be achieved. There are many cost
effective and comprehensive COTS hardware and software tools now available in the test arena that provide a high
level of integration and capability, reducing the project risk and driving down system costs. Companies such as
National Instruments, who manufacture high quality, integrated hardware and software products, focus on providing
tools that can significantly reduce your need for high NRE costs. You will probably require some level of
customization of your solution under NRE , but the adoption of these products can help you reduce these costs
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Customization costs of fixtures and tests:
Most companies require individual test fixtures developed to interface the measurement hardware directly with the
DUT that they are testing. Traditionally this has been done through dedicated fixture companies, where a fixture is
developed for each product. There are alternatives. Multi-Interconnects which provide high density pin I/O can be
permanently connected to the test instrumentation. A common interface test adaptor (ITA) can then be used to serve
many different products, meaning that fewer fixtures need to be developed.
Test code development also adds significantly to the system cost. Writing individual test programs for each device or
product can be extremely time consuming. Test Executive software such as National Instrument’s “TestStand”
provides high level management of each products test needs. Individual test steps are written as small measurement
or functional blocks providing faster test software execution, as the complex management of test steps takes place
within the Test Executive software. This solution also means that the test steps are easier to de-bug, and easier to
maintain in the long term.
Time to market costs:
Time to market is a key cost driver for most companies
manufacturing products. The biggest system cost savings can
be made is in this area. Many companies make separate
buying decisions on test equipment for their R&D, validation
and production test departments. By doing this they put up
barriers to parallel test development and are unlikely to take
advantage of the benefits of system re-use. In many
situations the tests used in R&D are fundamentally the same
as in Production. If you are testing an aircraft sub assembly
for example, the demands on the measurement may be
higher in R&D, but you will still need to test the sub assembly
in final production, therefore by using the same test in both
R&D and production test makes sound economic sense.
Modern software development tools such as LabVIEW now
enable engineers to re-use common tests throughout the
whole product development lifecycle, therefore reducing the
new product’s time to market.
Calibration costs:
Calibration cost is quite often overlooked, but one that should be planned for. Any unplanned system downtime for
calibration and maintenance increases the cost of the final solution. Much of the currently available PC based
instrumentation hardware has built in calibration which can be run regularly without the need for downtime, or is
calibrated for a minimum of two years. When choosing test instrumentation hardware, it is certainly something that
needs to be considered.

PRACTICE 2:
Decide on the strategy to suit your business needs
There are many different product offerings in the test marketplace today. It is quite difficult to decide which solution
would best suit your needs. There are dedicated Instruments that are extremely good at delivering one aspect of
your measurement requirements. These can be stand alone or used within a traditional ATE set up through the use
of GPIB, LAN or USB connectivity. This has always been seen as the safe way to go as much of this technology has
been around since the eighties. The term “You never got fired for buying HP” still makes test managers wary of
choosing new technologies for risky high value production test needs. This is understandable as the cost of failure
due to using unproven test equipment could cost the company $100,000s in downtime and test rig failures. It is worth
reviewing the reasons for this concern. The following bell chart taken from the book “Crossing the Chasm” describes
how the acceptance of new technology changes throughout the product development and manufacturing lifecycle.
The Early Market:
The
technology
enthusiasts
and
visionaries are those engineers who have
been employed by their company to find
the latest available technology to enable
them to design market leading products.
Joining this group is the R&D engineer
who is tasked with putting this new
technology into a real saleable product.
These engineers must have the latest test
technology at their fingertips for testing
their innovative designs. Re-use of test
hardware is unusual within this group of
engineers. They will often experiment by
trying out the latest innovations in test
equipment as the risk to their business if
the equipment fails during R&D or
validation testing is extremely low.

Many innovative Instrumentation vendors have been successful in selling their products to this group of R&D and
product Validation/ Verification engineers. However the situation changes dramatically when the chasm is to be
crossed. The whole test equipment decision making process is thrown upside down.
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The Mainstream Market:
The decision making process is completely different for those whose livelihood depends on successfully
introducing and manufacturing their products. Thoughts turn to limiting downtime, avoiding production failures,
planning continually with downtime contingency plans. This group of senior production test engineers and test
managers are very wary of using new technology. Yes they know that it may improve test times, but in the back of
their minds the risk of failure is high. Hardware re-use is the key here. Using the same proven technologies for
testing each new product makes financial business sense and significantly lowers the risk of failure.
Many manufacturing companies choose to
outsource their end of line functional test
systems to third party test system integrators
who are willing to take on the inevitable risk of
delivering complete ready to run solutions.
These solutions rely on the ability to re-use the
hardware within the system for each product
being tested. This means that the tester needs
to have all of the measurement capability to
cater for the test needs of all products being
manufactured, and a common method of getting
this I/O functionality to the DUT.

These system integrators tend to develop their solutions using modern but well proven technologies such as
Modular rack mounted Instrumentation platforms, including the now industry standard PXI modular
instrumentation platform. This platform enables them to develop test solutions that offer lower cost, higher
performance and with a smaller form factor than that of traditional GPIB rack and stack systems. The key driver in
the success of these re-usable “Risk-Free” test solutions is the use of powerful PC’s and the much more reliable
operating systems now available. Being PC based, the key to any successful test solution today is all about
optimizing software performance.
.

PRACTICE 3:
reuse your test software development
Today’s most effective test solutions are based around software. Software provides the flexibility and the speed
required to satisfy the ever increasing demands of testing increasingly complex products and devices. The need to
automate testing and reduce the labour intensive manual testing performed previously is required for a
manufacturing company to remain competitive. Many companies find it hard to transform to fully automated test,
however the cost drivers are such that this move is inevitable.
Labor costs are still one of the most important factors in reducing the cost of test and being more competitive in
your marketplace. Many companies have moved their high volume manufacturing to areas where labour costs are
still low. For how long this will last is uncertain as these manufacturing sites become wealthier and local wages
increase. For many companies though, most of the R&D, validation and low to mid volume manufacturing are still
performed locally. The trend is to keep the high value product manufacturing close to the R&D facilities and where
labour costs can be absorbed by the product margin returned by the product.

The current trend in production test software is that a COTS test
executive is used to manage the test process. Previously, large teams
were assembled to build an in-house test executive, which was
expensive and difficult to maintain. The off-the-shelf solutions
mentioned earlier in this article such as TestStand by National
Instruments, offer all of the functionality of an in-house solution at a
much lower price point, and with all of the on-going support and
development handled by the team developing test sequences with the
software. The power of these test executives is that they are not only
developed for high test execution speed, but take on all of the pass/fail
decisions, meaning that all the low level code needs to do is pass the
measurement parameters back to the test executive. These low level
tests can be re-used time and time again as they are typically focused
on doing one thing well. One test for instance may be taking a
measurement from a DMM, You may want to take a DMM
measurement many times across different products. The same low
level code would be re-used in each unique products test sequence.
Any legacy code that has already been developed in-house can also be re-used meaning you can maximize the
return on your original test software development investment. Even the latest low level development tools have
come a long way in a short time, making the whole process of developing individual test routines faster, reducing
costs and time to market.

PRACTICE 4:
Build versus Buy
The Build versus Buy dilemma is one that all companies go through when planning their test strategy. Develop an
in-house solution or outsource your test solution to a third party system integrator. One key question to ask is “Is
in house testing of our products core to our business, does it add value to our products?” Many companies these
days are reducing their overheads by outsourcing their test system development to a test engineering partner and
redeploying their internal resources to more company value add functions such as R&D and design verification.
The theory being that testing products is a cost that negatively affects the bottom line, whereas getting the design
right up front adds more competitive value to that product in the marketplace.
This theory may be correct for high volume manufacturing but is not necessarily the right decision for the low to
medium volume, high product value manufacturers. Quite often the benefits of close collaboration between R&D
and production test for a small to medium volume manufacturer means that they can be more flexible and
responsive to individual customer requirements, with the obvious competitive advantages that this brings. Many
companies producing high profit margin products prefer to keep manufacturing test in house, as the benefit of
having the whole design, verification and production test teams working closely on producing a new world class
product far out way the costs of manufacturing off shore.
Your decision to outsource or not will be based on the risk level that
you are prepared to accept. If you find that you do not have the level of
skill or resources to complete a solution satisfactorily then outsourcing
may be the best solution. This “Risk-Free” approach is when your test
solution is developed and supported by a professional system
integration company who take on all of your project risk. Of course the
costs will generally be higher but you will have a guaranteed solution
that will be supported with a maintenance agreement throughout the
lifecycle of your test program.
By choosing to develop your solution in house, your personal level of risk is increased as the burden of a
successful solution is now in your own hands. This risk however can be reduced significantly by partnering with
test service providing companies who have experience in the tools and software you have chosen for your test
system development. These companies can supply the resources you will need such as short term contractors or
contractors with specific domain or technical expertise. There are dedicated test service providers specialising in
the areas of delivering test contract services. When choosing to develop your test solution yourself, use partners
to help reduce the risk. They will help drive down some of the cost drivers discussed in practice 1.

PRACTICE 5:
Ensure effective project management

If you decide to develop your test solution in-house, the key to its success will be how the project is managed.
Badly managed projects are delivered late, don’t have the functionality required, fail regularly and are difficult to
support and maintain.
Effective project management should be planned in advance. More time planning means the solution is likely to be
more successful. Look at all the needs of the solution both now and in the future. Are there new technologies out
there that you can foresee that may be added to the feature list of the product being tested? Can your test solution
be upgraded easily to test these new features?

Bring the test team together regularly
and hold on-line or in house
meetings (if possible) to discuss
specific
milestones
during
development. Make sure that every
team member knows what is
expected of them by setting clear,
achievable objectives.

When you outsource your solution to a third party system integrator, they will take on this project management
function. They will have experience in making sure that the solution meets the specifications agreed. After all,
their livelihood depends on it. They will not remain in business for long if their project management skills are poor.
Consider an integrator that has their Project Managers trained in Prince 2 principles, the industry standard for
practising project managers . This “Risk-Free” approach is being adopted by more and more companies as the
risks and costs of failure increase. Many companies have disbanded their in-house test teams and have decided
instead to outsource their complete product testing requirements completely.

PRACTICE 6:
Gain valuable business improvement insights from your test data
The final practice is one that is often overlooked in the planning stage. Many companies are so focused on the
mechanics of delivering a test system solution that the decision of what to do with the test data that they get is an
afterthought. There are many excellent tools on the market these days to deal with issues such as SPC and
6sigma. Choosing the right database structure to deal with the vast amounts of data can be challenging. SQL
databases are probably the most common as they allow data to be collected and stored from many sources. With
the trend to distribute manufacturing globally, the ability to keep accurate records of test results along with details
of customers the product has been shipped to is becoming a standard practice for most companies.
The IT infrastructure of your test data management should be high up on the list of decisions made when planning
your solution. Companies that get this right in the first place will ultimately be more competitive in their
marketplace. Tools that enable you to integrate your results and data management should be an integral part of
your shopping cart when deciding on how to deliver your test solution.
Test data management solutions are available to
seamlessly integrate into your test system development
without any rewrite of your test sequences or code. These
solutions pull data into the database as soon as it is
available. This means that the product manufacturing
yield and failure data is available immediately enabling
quick decisions to be made on issues affecting product
quality and throughput. The systems can be deployed on
internal servers, virtual machines or as secure cloud
based services which have the advantage of requiring no
internal IT support and of being a low cost, high value
proposition solution with low upfront costs.
This paper was written by ADS. ADS have delivered 100s of successful test solutions globally to a broad range of
high profile customers. The result of this success has been the introduction of a number of specific test solutions
that address all of the practices mentioned above. Not only can ADS provide “Risk-Free” test engineering
solutions, but have the experience and resources to help you every step of the way if you decide to develop your
test solution in-house. For further information on how ADS can be of service, visit our website at
www.acquireddatasolutions.com
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